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Mexico LNG
CouLd LnG expoRts take off in MexiCo?

Mexico is attracting rising interest as a location for LNG 
export projects, although most projects remain in the 
preliminary stage.

Several newcomer developers have started marketing 
proposals on greenfield sites in Mexico, both for onshore 
and floating liquefaction.

These developers are proposing liquefaction sites along 
Mexico’s west coast, citing advantages over the US Gulf 
Coast such as ship voyage times and reducing the need to 
transit the Panama Canal. 

While developing export projects in Mexico could be possible, 
securing reliable feedgas supply from the US remains an 
obstacle for many remote locations along the Pacific coast 
that are disconnected from Mexico’s pipeline grid. 

In addition, the balancing requirements of Mexico remain 
unmet as newly-built border capacity from the US is still 
ramping up, such as the submarine pipeline Sur de Texas-
Tuxpan, which is not yet at full capacity into Veracruz, 
Mexico, on the Gulf of Mexico coast. 

Nevertheless, there is interest in Mexico as an LNG 
exporter. Sempra LNG has been most visible in developing 
the proposed Costa Azul project to expand the existing 

Ensenada terminal into a liquefaction project.

But attention has also come from other potential LNG developers.

Market sources said US-based Cheniere could be interested 
in considering options outside of the US Gulf, where Cheniere 
has the Sabine Pass and Corpus Christi plants. 

While Cheniere could look to invest in a new project outside 
the US, proposals in Mexico are considered very preliminary, 
sources said. 

neWCoMeRs 
Amigo LNG is a proposed 7mtpa onshore project in Sonora, 
according to Muthu Chezhian, managing director of the 
project’s developer company, LNG Alliance.

Chezhian declined to disclose the site of the project but said 
that the venture has secured property. 

According to the project’s information page, the site is 150 
acres on the coastal mainland of the Sea of Cortez and 
would have access to deepwater marine navigation capable 
of berthing vessels up to Q-Max size.

Chezhian said the project was expected to make a final 
investment decision by the second quarter of 2020 and first 

■  Marketing proposals start for greenfield sites, one brownfield 

■  projects look to use us gas for liquefaction 

■  But Mexico projects come with regulatory risk, project inexperience 
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LNG could be produced as early as the third quarter of 2023 
from the project’s first 3.5mtpa train. The second 3.5mtpa 
train will start being marketed in 2023. 

The project intends to source feedgas from the Permian 
shale basin in the southern US, although this company has 
not yet applied for a natural gas export permit from the US 
Department of Energy. 

Permitting for the Amigo LNG project is in progress, according 
to Chezhian. 

The project has not announced any sales and purchase 
agreements. 

Chezhian described LNG Alliance as a Singapore-based 
development company with subsidiaries in India and Indonesia. 
The company is also engaged in developing regasification 
projects and potential reload hubs in south and southeast Asia, 
he said. 

Another proposed project, known as Gato Negro, is also 
considering floating liquefaction, sources said, although 
few details have been made available about its location or 

proposed capacity. Gato Negro has been considering LNG 
exports from Mexico since at least 2018. 

Its website cited using Norwegian technology company 
Cefront for its floating liquefaction vessel and existing pipeline 
capacity. A market source said Gato Negro has identified a 
good location for its proposal but that the developer appeared 
to be less advanced in the process than other projects. 
Request for comment from Gato Negro was not returned 
before publication. 

MexiCo paCifiC 
Private developer Mexico Pacific Limited is proposing 
liquefaction capacity as small as 2mtpa but could scale up to 
as much as 12mtpa in Puerto Libertad in the state of Sonora. 

On 30 October, US investment fund AVAIO Capital 
announced it will acquire control of the proposed Mexican 
liquefaction project Mexico Pacific Limited. 

The project is planned to be built in three 4mtpa phases. 
According to the statement, Mexico Pacific Limited is 
expected to finalise its front-end engineering and design 
(FEED) and take a final investment decision (FID) in the 
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fourth quarter of 2020. 

The Mexican liquefaction project proposes supplying the 
gas from the US through cross-border pipelines and then 
building a greenfield liquefaction plant to deliver to markets 
in the Asia Pacific. 

Mexico Pacific Limited is proposing using an existing IEnova 
pipeline to connect to feedgas supply in the US and primarily 
has looked to attract offtake interest from Asian customers. 

seMpRa LnG 
The only brownfield liquefaction project in Mexico and with 
the most well-established development company is Costa 
Azul, known in Mexico as Energia Costa Azul (ECA). 

The existing import terminal in Ensenada, Baja California, was 
initially built to import natural gas for utility Sempra’s southern 
California market but, like the other import terminals in the 
US, with the exception of Everett, became obsolete with the 
abundance of shale gas produced in the US. 

In April, Sempra’s Costa Azul project received non-free trade 
agreement authorisation from the US Department of Energy to 
export from the brownfield project for its first and second phases. 

Sempra initially plans on developing a single-train, 2.4mtpa 
export project from Ensenada. 

Japanese trading company Mitsui, Tokyo Gas and France-
based Total previously announced a heads of agreement 
with Sempra to develop the first phase of Costa Azul if each 
company takes 0.8mtpa in offtake capacity. 

Good tiMinG 
Development efforts for these proposed Mexican export 

projects come as US Gulf liquefaction proposals have 
become a crowded field. 

The presidency of Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador, known 
as AMLO, in Mexico also creates new challenges in the 
country’s natural gas regulatory framework. Mexican 
liquefaction projects would have to go through permitting 
and oversight from agencies such as energy planning 
agency SENER and environmental agency SEMARNAT, 
among other local and federal agencies. However, the 
Mexican energy reform signed into law in 2014 has been 
under threat in the first year of the AMLO administration 
due to more favouritism and control granted back to state-
run utility CFE and energy company Pemex.

One market source therefore described Mexico as the 
remaining “Wild West” of liquefaction development. 

However, despite the challenges, these projects may be 
coming at an opportune time. 

For example, Cheniere is currently considering other site 
options outside of the US, to seek the same bi-coastal 
advantages as Sempra in having a Pacific coast export site, 
according to several sources. 

Other North American projects appear to be struggling  
to make progress which could potentially open the  
door for Mexican alternatives. For example, Canadian 
company Pembina has been developing the 7.8mtpa 
proposed Jordan Cove project in southern Oregon, 
but delays in its permitting through the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission now place its final permitting 
potentially to February 2020 and the project has not  
finalised any offtake agreements nor made a final  
investment decision.
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